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Executive Summary
Riley Park–South Cambie Community Visions (http://rpscvisions.ca) is a Vancouver City
Council–mandated citizens' advisory group that serves as a public "watchdog" for
community planning in the area between 16th and 41st Avenues and between Oak and
Fraser Streets.
The current document (http://rpscvisions.ca), prepared by the Riley Park South Cambie
Community Visions Committee (RPSC-CVC), complements Directions set forth in the Riley
Park South Cambie Community Vision (2005) (http://rpscvisions.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2015/09/riley-park-south-cambie-community-vision-full-report.pdf;
http://vancouver.ca/docs/planning/riley-park-south-cambie-community-vision-full-report.pdf).
The current document, which the RPSC-CVC considers to be a living, breathing instrument,
synthesizes much of the collective effort of the RPSC-CVC over the last ten years.
1. Standard Terminology and Definitions in Redevelopment
RPSC-CVC considers that redevelopment will be best served by clear, concise language
and that a common understanding of key concepts and processes would help the City
improve how it conducts the public consultation process. Developers will be better served if
their understanding of these concepts is consistent with that of local government. A list of
terms to be defined is provided.
2. Affordability
Redevelopment along the Cambie Corridor has resulted in a dramatic increase in higher
density condominium development without a concomitant growth in affordable housing
options. Though the Cambie Corridor rezoning policy requires that the developer provide
either affordable housing units or funds in lieu thereof, there appears to be no requirement
that these resources will be allocated within RPSC. We are greatly concerned that loss of
affordable housing as a direct result of redevelopment (e.g., rental suites in older homes),
and indirectly as a consequence of development-related land speculation, will adversely
impact the composition of the local population, small businesses, and the historical nature of
RPSC as a mixed-income community.
3. Redevelopment as a “Physical Fit” for RPSC
New multi-unit structures should be planned and built with regard for the surrounding
community. Redevelopment in RPSC is a process that will extend over many years.
Developers should recognize the importance of creating structures that "fit" into the existing
physical, social, and architectural landscape.
4. Transition from Neighbourhoods of Detached Homes to Multiple-Unit Housing and
High-Density Sites
As redevelopment poses many challenges to maintaining the livability, character,
appearance, and safety of the existing community, development should proceed with
sensitivity and at a pace that allows for ongoing evaluation of results and for adjustments
where needed. For example, in our view, some Cambie Corridor Phase 2 projects have
failed to meet some of these objectives as a consequence of building density (FSR) that
exceeds the policy guidelines..
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5. Building Heights
Buildings constructed in RPSC go through an extensive planning and permit process. The
RPSC-CVC has observed, however, that the heights of six-storey buildings—the majority of
structures being constructed along Cambie Street, vary markedly. Standardization of how
the height of buildings are reported, differences in planned vs. actual building heights, and
shadow effects are addressed.
6. Building Setbacks and Stepbacks
Building setbacks should preserve and protect the historical sense of space that has
characterized Cambie Boulevard and its immediate surrounding area, since its inception.
Buildings constructed during Phase 2 have been built closer to front and rear property lines,
with reduced setbacks between buildings. Similarly, effective use of stepbacks reduces the
sensation of heavy massing, as viewed from street level.
7. Floor Space Ratio
There are instances in which, after the public consultation process had been completed, the
originally stated FSR for a project was exceeded. This represents erosion of both policy
guidelines and public process.
8. Social Amenities in RPSC
RPSC is experiencing dramatic increases in population density. RPSC-CVC is concerned
that local amenities—in the form of recreational facilities, parks, senior centres and services,
child-care facilities, adequate health-care facilities, schools, library services, and other social
services—may not be provided or planned in proportion to the estimated increase in
population.
9. Ecological Footprint and Green Spaces
High-quality green space should be provided to offset the large energy inputs needed for
construction and operation of new housing and to enhance the quality of human life over the
long term.
10. Environmentally Sustainable Redevelopment
To promote energy conservation and support a healthy, sustainable environment,
developers of new housing within RPSC should be encouraged to implement features that
promote energy conservation in both construction and operation of new buildings and that
protect and enhance the local environment and wildlife.
11. Management of Transit, Traffic, and Parking
As increased population can increase local car traffic throughout the area, traffic
management should be planned concomitant with redevelopment and for RPSC as a whole
and should be based on the capacity of local streets and thoroughfares to handle the
significant increase in traffic resulting from increased local population and car ownership. To
achieve a reduction in automobile usage, viable alternatives are needed, including
increased frequency of bus service and service on the Canada Line and the protection of
bike routes and pedestrian greenways (e.g. 37th Ave.).
12. Walkable Communities
Redevelopment should strengthen the commercial and service infrastructure to encourage
local residents to walk to area businesses for goods and services. RPSC-CVC thinks that, if
there are sufficient local amenities and services, many local residents will walk, bicycle, or
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use public transport within the area. Where services are in short supply (e.g., near Cambie
St. and 33rd Ave.), increased density may perpetuate car dependency.
13. Heritage and Character
The rapid pace of redevelopment and demolition in RPSC has raised concerns about the
loss of heritage and character buildings that contribute much to aesthetics and a 'sense of
place'. To address this, we recommend implementation of Approved Directions 13.1 and
13.2 (see RPSC Community Vision, p. 27).
14. Concluding Remarks
The RPSC-CVC urges the City and the development community to take a more thoughtful
and sensitive approach to further redevelopment in RPSC. The RPSC-CVC looks forward to
an improved consultation process and, as it has in the past, will continue to invite City
Planners, architects, and developers to its meetings. The RPSC-CVC welcomes, and will
continue to actively participate in, all forms of public consultation.
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Introduction
Riley Park–South Cambie Community Visions (http://rpscvisions.ca) is a Vancouver City
Council–mandated citizens' advisory group that was established to help implement the
RPSC Community Vision (2005) (http://rpscvisions.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/rileypark-south-cambie-community-vision-full-report.pdf; http://vancouver.ca/docs/planning/rileypark-south-cambie-community-vision-full-report.pdf) and to serve as a public "watchdog" for
community planning in the area between 16th and 41st Avenues and between Oak and
Fraser Streets.
The RPSC-CVC is a constituent member of the Coalition of Vancouver Neighbourhoods
(CVN) and has endorsed the CVN document, Principles & Goals for Collaborative
Neighbourhood-based Planning in the City of Vancouver (http://coalitionvan.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/01/CVN-Principles-and-Goals-Rev.-01.08.16.pdf).
The basis for the RPSC-CVC’s activities is expressed in the following Vision Directions that
are set forth in the RPSC Community Vision (p. 81).
34.1 Community Involvement in Decision Making
Approved
RPSC residents should have greater, and timelier, input into decision making about changes
in their community. Community involvement should be included in major initiatives like the
redevelopment of large sites, the implementation of 'master plans' (e.g. Riley/Hillcrest and
Mountain View Cemetery), and the introduction of Canada Line rapid transit stations. It
should also be part of recurring decisions such as changes to streets and traffic patterns, the
provision of facilities and services, and the review of development proposals.
34.2 Community Involvement in Vision Implementation and Monitoring.
Approved
Community residents should be involved with the City in the implementation of Vision
Directions, and in monitoring and evaluating how well implementation actions work toward
achieving Vision Directions.

Since its inception in 2005, members of the Riley Park South Cambie Community Visions
Committee (RPSC-CVC) have collectively contributed thousands of hours in soliciting public
input, participating in City-sponsored consultations, working with the City of Vancouver
Planning Department, and providing ideas and suggestions to elected officials, civic
employees, and developers in order to develop a vision for growth and redevelopment in
this central area of Vancouver.
The current document (http://rpscvisions.ca), which we consider to be a living, breathing
instrument, is a compilation of those efforts. It synthesizes much of the experience of RPSCCVC members during the years since the publication of the RPSC Community Vision. More
specifically, it reflects the members’ ideas, insights, and principles that have evolved through
the extensive consultation processes that occurred in the redevelopment of the Little
Mountain site; Cambie Corridor Phases I, II, and III; Oakridge Transit Centre; and some 40
specific development projects within the area that constitutes Riley Park-South Cambie.
4

This document aims to:
1. Provide city officials with ideas and standards for managing the development
process in a more orderly and comprehensive manner;
2. Provide the development industry with specific standards that the RPSC-CVC
expects new housing in the area to meet;
3. Help preserve, as delineated in the RPSC Community Vision, some of the most
important physical qualities and general character of the area that we call home; and
4. Enhance the sense of neighbourhood and community in the face of unprecedented
change in RPSC.
The sections that follow capture community members’ suggestions as to how to keep our
neighbourhoods liveable and sustainable.
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1. Standard Terminology and Definitions in Redevelopment
Background
RPSC-CVC considers that redevelopment will be best served by clear, concise language.
Similarly, a common understanding of key concepts and processes would help the City
improve its conduct of public consultation processes. Developers will also be better served if
they understand these concepts in ways that are consistent with how local government uses
them.
Guideline for Consistent Language
The RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
1.1 That the City of Vancouver develop, in conjunction with the public, functional definitions
of the terms, concepts, and practices involved in redevelopment. These include, but are not
limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

accessibility
affordability, affordable
amenities and amenity levels
building density
calculation of set-backs
community consultation
demographic characteristics of an area
determination of building heights
determination of site coverage
effective transit service
green building features
green space
livability
population density
purposed landscaping
social infrastructure support
social housing
sustainability in housing construction, design, and operation
traffic planning and mitigation
walkable neighbourhood
workforce housing
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2. Affordability
2.1 Affordability and Availability of Housing in RPSC
Background
With the redevelopment along Cambie Street (what is termed the “Cambie Corridor”), there
has not been a concomitant growth in affordable housing options. The availability of
condominiums has grown dramatically, while the number of purpose-built and non-market
rental housing units within the area has not kept pace with strata development.
Guidelines for Housing Affordability
The RPSC-CVC advocates the following:
2.1.1 That all cash equivalents in lieu of rental units provided to the City of Vancouver (CoV)
as a condition of development within RPSC be reinvested in non-market housing
within RPSC. RPSC-CVC encourages the enforcement of existing CoV policy
requiring that 20% of units in large redevelopments be made available for non-market
housing.
2.1.2 That housing opportunities be available across the income spectrum (Currently, the
mix of local residents comes from various income levels. New housing options should
be available, such that a similar demographic mix is facilitated.);
2.1.3 That there be a variety of housing forms and tenures such as co-housing and co-op
housing, not just condos and market rentals;
2.1.4 That there be range of housing prices and housing tenures (e.g., development of new
housing should incorporate a significant level of secondary affordable housing, such
as basement or lock-off suites, at a number greater than currently exist);
2.1.5 That any social housing that is removed be replaced, either at the original or an
increased number of units;
2.1.6 That, wherever possible, no changes be made in the zoning or rezoning policy in
apartment zones, thereby protecting existing rental buildings;
2.1.7 That the existing rate-of-change policy be strengthened to include all purpose-built
rental housing, with controls on the initial rent levels of replacement units, to reflect
rent levels prior to removal of the original housing;
2.1.8 That, when existing rental properties are demolished in order to build new residential
spaces, the City require that a “grandfather tenant” clause be invoked, that the
relocation policy for existing tenants be strengthened, and that controls be placed on
starting rents; and
2.1.9 Strata tenure of laneway houses and/or secondary suits in RS zones should not be
permitted, as this would severely reduce affordability of these unit types.

2.2 Housing Options That Promote Affordability
RPSC-CVC thinks that the City and developers should provide a variety of housing options
within the area.
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Guidelines for Housing Options
The RPSC-CVC advocates the following:
2.2.1 That co-op housing (e.g., co-op housing in Arbutus Walk project) with the support and
participation of the City of Vancouver and other levels of government be encouraged;
2.2.2 That co-housing be encouraged;
2.2.3 That non-market housing lost to redevelopment (e.g., at Little Mountain) be replaced;
2.2.4 That a fixed percentage of the Community Amenity Contribution (CAC) monies which
are generated by rezonings in RPSC be used in RPSC to provide housing options for
lower-income residents within the area, thereby helping to maintain the diverse social
fabric of RPSC and avoid economic stratification within neighbourhoods;
2.2.5 That new housing types supported in the Vision document (Sec. 15), such as duplex
and four-plex housing, including two-storey units, be encouraged;
2.2.6 That fee-simple townhouses be developed in addition to strata title units; and
2.2.7 That townhouses and row houses, up to three storeys, be supported.

2.3 Workforce Housing
In the discussion of affordable housing, there is a growing recognition of what may be called
the "forgotten middle"—those who hold decent jobs, pay their bills, and pay taxes, but who
cannot afford the high rents of newly constructed housing in areas under redevelopment.
These citizens do not require direct subsidies, but rather provision of housing units that meet
their needs (e.g., standard, not luxury housing; good appliances, not high end). Several
sources define "workforce housing" as that which is affordable to a population earning 60%
to 120% of median income of an area.
This term, workforce, describes people who perform the vast majority of jobs within a city,
such as the legions of retail sales personnel, clerical staff, office workers, hospitality
workers, drivers, construction workers, artisans, technicians, and trades people. These
workers, who are the backbone of stable neighborhoods in a city and the cornerstone of the
local economy, come from diverse ethnicities, educational backgrounds, and age groups
and have a variety of critical skill sets.
Included in this population are those who play a vital role in the efficient functioning of a city
through the essential services that they perform. These wage earners include, but are not
limited to, firefighters, police, emergency response teams, hospital staff (nurses, lab
technicians, other staff), teachers, transportation workers, sanitation workers, and other
essential city employees.
If high housing costs force such groups to move to less expensive housing in the outskirts of
the City, it could increase traffic congestion or, at least, the commuting time for these
workers—many of whom are already dependent on public transportation, thus lowering their
quality of life. In the case of emergency personnel, it is vital that such workers be able to live
near where they work in order to optimize provision of such services. Otherwise, response
times may be adversely affected (perhaps dramatically), especially should a disaster strike.
Guideline for Workforce Housing
RPSC-CVC recommends
2.3.1 That the City (and other levels of government) devise means to respond to this critical
need.
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2.4 Housing Affordability and Speculation
Background
Large-scale redevlopment of an area can lead to speculation that is financially detrimental to
residents of the City. RPSC-CVC is greatly concerned that loss of affordable housing as a
direct result of redevelopment (e.g., rental suites in older homes), and indirectly as a
consequence of development-related land speculation, will adversely impact the
composition of the local population, small businesses, and the historical nature of RPSC as
a mixed-income community.
Guideline for Housing Affordability and Speculation
The RPSC-CVC suggests
2.4.1 That the City of Vancouver and other levels of government pursue ways to counter
real estate speculation and to discourage prolonged vacancies in housing units, and
2.4.2 That, to discourage rampant speculation and encourage diversity of housing types and
tenures, the City explore ways to moderate the pace of redevelopment.

2.5 Preservation and Affordability of Small Business Space
Background
RPSC-CVC thinks that the current ambience of small shops and businesses along portions
of Main, Cambie, Oak, and Fraser Streets should be maintained and encouraged. If market
forces alone are allowed to determine the kind of commercial enterprises that can afford to
set up business in RPSC, then this would lead to the loss of many small, lower-cost, rental
commercial spaces. RPSC-CVC has seen, and is seeing, this loss occur in the area.
A healthy, walkable community needs a diverse array of small retail shops and services.
Most of the existing small businesses are facing increasing pressure from rising rents and
property taxes, as well as the pace of redevelopment of commercial properties. Local
government must take the initiative in protecting the viability of existing and new businesses.
Guidelines for Preservation and Affordability of Small Business Space
The RPSC-CVC suggests consideration of the following:
2.5.1 That, when existing small commercial properties are demolished to build new
commercial space, the new commercial space be offered to the existing businesses at
a rental rate commensurate with that in place at the time the tenant was displaced;
2.5.2 That this provision (2.5.1) be applied for a five-year period to allow the business to
make the transition to higher commercial rental rates;
2.5.3 That a rate-of-change policy for commercial space be explored, with controls on initial
lease/rent levels of replacement development; and
2.5.4 That small commercial spaces be strongly encouraged in new, mixed-use
developments, except where larger spaces can be justified by demonstrable need
(e.g., an anchor food store where none exists within walking distance).
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3. Redevelopment as a “Physical Fit” for RPSC
Background
RPSC-CVC thinks that new multi-unit structures should be planned and built with regard for
the surrounding community. The redevelopment of the RPSC neighbourhoods is a process
that will extend over many years, if not decades.
During this time, it is important that developers recognize the importance of creating
structures that “fit" into the existing physical, social, and architectural landscape.
RPSC-CVC thinks that, for each new multi-unit building, the following points should be taken
into consideration:
• sensitive transitions between higher buildings and lower surrounding buildings;
• building materials and colour;
• building façades;
• landscaping transitions;
• access and egress of sites (sense of open physical space and passage through
sites);
• common open spaces; and
• the fostering of a sense of neighbourhood by increasing spaces for public use.
Guidelines for Physical Fit of New Multi-Unit Buildings
To achieve these goals, the RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
! Gradual Diminishing of Building Mass
3.1 That, for six-storey residences, developers and architects look for ways to create
transitions into the surrounding neighbourhood through the use of diminishing massing
and height.
! Building Materials and Colours for Façades
3.2 That a variety of materials, including hard (e.g., brick and stone) and soft (e.g., wood),
be used in order to provide diverse textures and visual appeal;
3.3 That, floor-to-ceiling windows and doors be avoided (For both aesthetic and
environmental reasons, when more than 50% of any outside building wall is made of
glass, it constitutes excessive use of glass as a construction material.);
3.4 That the use of monochromatic colour schemes (e.g., the all-white building at Cambie
and 47th Avenue) be avoided;
3.5 That architects and builders choose materials and colours that complement those
found in adjoining homes in the neighbourhood.
! Building Façades
3.6 That structures at the rear property line be softened to include better transitions to
adjacent properties.
! Landscaping Transitions
Landscaping serves a number of important purposes.
3.7 That, wherever possible, careful consideration should be given to landscaping as a way
of making developments reflect and enhance the character of the existing community.
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! Pedestrian Access and Egress
For both large-scale developments (Little Mountain, Oakridge Transit Hub, etc.) and smaller
sites, pedestrian movement into and out of the site should be facilitated, whenever possible.
3.8 That walkways be constructed that allow residents to move east-west through a site for
properties facing streets, or north-south for properties facing avenues. “Mini-sidewalks”
encourage walking and provide area residents with a sense that the large dwellings fit
into the existing community; and
3.9 That traffic hazards to pedestrians (especially children) exiting doorways onto lanes be
reduced through the use of railings or barriers between doors and lanes and/or
frequent speed bumps.
!Communal Open Spaces
The RPSC-CVC thinks that large-scale buildings should be built with a focus on people.
3.10 That children’s playgrounds be located at ground-level, protected areas due to safety
concerns and be large enough so that children are encouraged to use them;
3.11 That increased public play spaces be provided in accord with increased population
density; and
3.12 That open spaces with benches be provided within each site for common use.
!Increasing Public Usage
Considerations:
3.13 That ground-level retail space encourages walking in the area;
3.14 That publicly accessible washrooms will assist in drawing local populations to retail
spaces within large-scale projects;
3.15 That non-intrusive schemes (low height, low wattage) for street lighting can be used for
both aesthetic and safety reasons (Pedestrian traffic increases in locations where
people feel safe during hours of darkness.);
3.16 That "crime prevention through environmental design" features be incorporated; and
3.17 That developments along major arterial streets include pedestrian friendly features,
such as benches, sheltered bus stops, "pedestrian bulges" and cycling paths.
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4. Transition from Neighbourhoods of Detached Homes
to Multiple-Unit Housing and High-Density Sites
Background
RPSC-CVC thinks that the character of a neighbourhood should be allowed to evolve at an
“organic pace”, rather than by rapid, forced change. The character of a neighbourhood
provides an identity and an aesthetic sense; it is what gives the area "life" and stability and
what provides residents a sense of community.
As redevelopment poses many challenges to maintaining the livability, character,
appearance, and safety of the existing community, development should proceed with
sensitivity and at a pace that allows for ongoing evaluation of results and for adjustments
where needed. For example, in our view, some Cambie Corridor Phase 2 projects have
failed to meet some of these objectives as a consequence of building density (FSR) that
exceeds the policy guidelines.
Guidelines for Transition from Detached Homes to Higher Density Development
The RPSC-CVC recommends the following:
4.1 That the RPSC Community Vision document be respected and followed {Section 11.1
(“Maintain Most Single Family Areas”) of the document addresses this point.);
4.2 That the new construction be done in ways that minimize impacts on neighbours (This
includes duration of construction, noise, dust, parking impacts, and adherence to city
bylaws.);
4.3 That developers act as responsible neighbours by maintaining houses, which have been
assembled for development, as occupied homes until such time as redevelopment
actually begins. (If left uninhabited for extended periods, such properties frequently
become eyesores. If left empty prior to development, security services should be
employed to ensure the properties are not illegally occupied or vandalized.); and
4.4 That a moderate pace of development in an area is important in maintaining the stability
of a neighbourhood, as it permits the community to absorb the changes and to make
adjustments.
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5. Building Heights
Background
Depending on the context, building height can adversy affect livability. RPSC-CVC thinks
that buildings should be planned and constructed by using consistent methods for
establishing and reporting height, i.e., in feet or metres, not storeys.
The planning and building-permit processes require that developers conduct and report on
the shadow effects that a proposed building will create. RPSC-CVC thinks that current
shadow studies inadequately demonstrate true effects of shadowing throughout the day and
throughout the year.
Guidelines for Establishing and Reporting Building Heights
The RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
5.1 That buildings be built within a set height parameter and/or zoning requirements to
which developers must adhere;
5.2 That the height of each building fit within the existing building-height environment
established by pre-existing, comparable buildings in the immediate area;
5.3 That height be measured and reported as the height, given in feet or meters rather than
a number of storeys, above a common grade level, such as street level; and
5.4 That, where buildings vary significantly (5% or more) from initially reported design
heights, new shadow studies be done and reported to the City and to the community.
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6. Building Setbacks and Stepbacks
Background
RPSC-CVC thinks that building setbacks should preserve and protect the historical sense of
space that has characterized Cambie Boulevard and its immediate surrounding area, since
its inception.
Some buildings now being constructed along the Cambie Corridor, during Phase 2, are
placed closer to front and rear property lines than were the buildings that they have
replaced. Also, the RPSC-CVC thinks that, in some instances, side yards between adjacent
buildings are inadequate for the height and/or massing of the new buildings.
Recessing upper levels (“stepbacks”) improves access to sunlight and reduces the streetlevel sensation of large building mass. RPSC-CVC thinks that these are important goals and
considers the use of stepbacks to be an important tool in achieving them.
Guidelines for Establishing Setbacks and Stepbacks
The RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
6.1 That front setback space be “greened” by using shrubs and trees to soften the
appearance of structures;
6.2 That, at the intersection of arterial streets (e.g., Cambie and 25th, or Cambie and 29th),
ground-level setbacks be sufficient to ensure sight lines for traffic safety; and
6.3 That the practice of upper-storey stepbacks be the general rule.
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7. Floor Space Ratio
Background
In contrast to detached homes, new multi-unit dwellings do not appear to have a fixed floor
space ratio (FSR), only a range, which to date has nearly always been exceeded. RPSCCVC has noted instances in which FSR was increased after the public consultation process.
Guidelines for Establishing Floor Space Ratio
The RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
7.1 That maximum FSR in rezoning policies (e.g., Cambie Corridor Phase 2) be fixed, not
be a flexible guideline, and be achieved only through superior design, and
7.2 That, if an increase in FSR is sought after the public-input stage, the proposal should be
subject to further public consultation.
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8. Social Amenities in RPSC
Background
RPSC is experiencing dramatic increases in population density. RPSC-CVC is concerned
that local amenities—in the form of recreational facilities, parks, senior centres and services,
child-care facilities, adequate health-care facilities, schools, library services, and other social
services—may not be provided or planned in proportion to the estimated increase in
population.
Guidelines for Social Amenities
The RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
! Amenity Policies and Practices
8.1 That the City establish and publish a policy that explains how CAC levels are assessed
for redevelopment projects;
8.2 That CACs, including monies for non-market housing, be allocated within RPSC in the
proximity of the area of origin;
8.3 That the City actively develop amenity infrastructures at the same time that population
density is increasing;
8.4 That child-care spaces be developed as the population of the area increases;
8.5 That all major projects contain levels of social amenities and services in proportion to the
project (cf. Oakridge, Oakridge Transit Hub, RCMP site, Little Mountain Housing site,
and Cambie Corridor);
8.6 That the City publish the amount of CAC monies generated by each housing
redevelopment project in RPSC, how said monies are used, and the local benefits
derived; and
8.7 That city planners work more closely with Park Board, School Board, other city
departments (e.g., Fire Department), and regional health and education authorities to
ensure that amenities include important public services such as adequate health-care
facilities, schools, parks, and libraries.
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9. Ecological Footprint and Green Spaces
Background
RPSC-CVC thinks that the amount of attractive, carbon-sequestering green space provided
through redevelopment should be maximized in order to offset the large energy inputs that
go into the construction and operation of new housing.
Guidelines for Ecological Footprint and Provision of Green Space
The RPSC-CVC advocates the following:
9.1 That, in order to encourage neighbourliness, multiple housing contain adequate common
outdoor space;
9.2 That impermeable surfaces be used only where needed;
9.3 That landscaping be done with a conscious, functional plan that serves to increase
usage of space by residents;
9.4 That native species be used where suitable; and
9.5 That green space features be provided within RPSC in conjunction with redevelopment.
For example,
• unstructured play areas for children;
• picnic areas with public washrooms;
• low energy-consumption sports fields (baseball, soccer, badminton, basketball, or
tennis);
• green corridors along streets and boulevards, which include plants, shrubs, and
trees to promote biodiversity;
• off-leash areas; and
• community gardens.
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10. Environmentally Sustainable Redevelopment
Background
RPSC-CVC thinks that energy conservation and environmental sustainability in housing
redevelopment can be achieved by encouraging developers to implement features that
promote sustainability and support a healthy environment and that these exceed current
sustainability requirements whenever possible.
All new construction should include features that promote energy conservation in both
construction and operation of new buildings, reduce use of new construction materials, and
protect the local environment and wildlife.
In addition to the City of Vancouver's principles of environmental design, RPSC-CVC thinks
that the following topics should also be addressed in all projects:
• energy sustainability;
• carbon footprint of construction;
• rainwater capture and use;
• protection of birds; and
• retention of trees.
Guidelines for Environmentally Sustainable Redevelopment
The RPSC-CVC recommends the following:
! Energy Sustainability
10.1 That, for new housing structures, energy benchmark information be used, against
which a new building’s energy performance can be gauged and can be compared to
the relative performance of the buildings that the new structures replace. (The City
should take the lead in providing this information to developers. Developers/owners
then should be required to ensure that the performance of new buildings exceeds that
of older structures. As permitting is expensive, the RPSC-CVC encourages the City to
facilitate the process in order for developers to comply with, or exceed, the standards
for sustainable energy.)
! Carbon Footprint of Construction
10.2 That the City establish carbon-footprint standards for redevelopment of local housing.
Development should be monitored with regard to carbon and energy costs involved in
the following:
• demolition of existing housing;
• disposal of materials from demolished buildings
10.3 That the City require developers to:
• re-cycle materials from demolished buildings;
• minimize land clearance wherever possible;
• minimize trucking and disposal activities;
• utilize energy efficient construction equipment;
• minimize use of gas and diesel powered equipment;
• minimize construction waste.
10.4 That the City recognize and reward innovation in design, construction, and operation of
sustainable housing.
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! Rainwater Capture and Use
10.5 That all new structures be fitted to collect rainwater for use in irrigating garden and
landscape features.
! Protecting Birds
10.6 That, as RPSC is part of a major flyway for migrating birds, every effort be made to
design façades and windows to minimize the potential for collisions; and
10.7 That landscaping be constructed to contain features that support bird populations by
promoting nesting areas and providing sources of water.
! Retention of Trees
10.8 That all new redevelopment retain existing healthy trees, where possible (City of
Vancouver Protection of Trees Bylaw 9958). Where such retention is not feasible,
redevelopment landscaping should replace trees with new ones of comparable
species.
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11. Management of Transit, Traffic, and Parking
Background
As increased population can increase local car traffic throughout RPSC, traffic management
should be planned concomitant with redevelopment and for RPSC as a whole. The scale of
development should relate to the capacity of local streets and thoroughfares to handle the
significant increase in traffic resulting from increased local population and car ownership. To
achieve a reduction in automobile usage, viable alternatives are needed, including safe
bicycle access to shopping areas and increased frequency of bus and Canada Line service
and the protection of bike routes and pedestrian greenways (e.g., 37th Ave).
Guidelines for Management of Transit, Traffic, and Parking
To achieve these goals, the RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
! Effective and Efficient Public Transit
11.1 That, in order to provide an effective alternative to automobiles, surface transit
(trollies, buses) and Canada Line be operated as frequently as needed to prevent
‘pass-bys’. Densification should occur only where TransLink can meet these service
standards at, or prior to, completion of new development.
! Comprehensive Traffic Flow and Management
11.2 That a description of base-line traffic patterns and traffic-flow density within RPSC be
developed, using current traffic levels as a base for planning and comparisons;
11.3 That the additional density planned for the area, both in the short term (next five
years) and longer term (ten years), be estimated and used for managing the increase
in traffic, with models of increased traffic density along major arterial streets being
developed;
11.4 That maximum acceptable traffic noise level within the area be determined and plans
for noise mitigation be developed;
11.5 That the composition and base-line levels of particulate matter, CO2, and other
pollutants resulting from traffic along major streets within RPSC, be established; and
11.6 That plans for mitigating increased traffic density with respect to flow, circulation, and
environmental impacts within RPSC be developed for both major traffic arteries and
adjoining local streets.
! Site-Specific Traffic Impacts
11.7 That the additional daily traffic movement that results from new development be
calculated and published.
! Creating Safe Streets
11.8 That, wherever possible, the locations at which cars intersect with bike paths and
pedestrian walkways be designed for safety;
11.9 That street parking and landscaping features not block sight lines for drivers;
11.10 That the impact of redevelopment on existing bicycle routes be minimized; and
11.11 That, for large sites, traffic-light–controlled entrances to garages be installed to protect
pedestrians, where warranted.
! Parking
11.12 That electric-car charging stations be provided in underground parking; and
11.13 That car-share spaces in underground parking garages be provided
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12. Walkable Communities
Background
RPSC-CVC thinks that the redevelopment process should strengthen the commercial and
service infrastructure of the area in order to improve walkability. By "walkable", the RPSCCVC means that local residents should be able to easily walk to neighbourhood businesses
in order to find most goods and services needed for daily living.
Residents should be able to rely increasingly on walking, bicycle travel, and public
transportation to reach goods and services conveniently and quickly.
Guidelines for Creating Walkable Communities
The RPSC-CVC encourages the following:
12.1 That amenities, shopping, and services be commensurate with, and proximate to,
residential development to ensure walkability, and
12.2 That features be included that promote walking: green boulevards and streets,
benches, and sheltered bus stops.
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13. Heritage and Character
Background
The rapid pace of redevelopment and demolition in RPSC has raised concerns about the
loss of heritage and character buildings that contribute much to aesthetics and a "sense of
place". To address this, RPSC-CVC recommends implementation of 1) Approved Direction
13.1: "Retain Buildings on the Vancouver Heritage Register", which calls upon the City to
"…encourage retention by implementing additional incentives which are suitable in RPSC"
and 2) Approved Direction 13.2: "Retaining Other Character Buildings", which calls for
"…incentives to renovate and disincentives to demolish these buildings (e.g. taxes, fees).
This would also involve a process to establish which 'character' buildings would be eligible.”
Guideline for Heritage and Character
The RPSC-CVC urges the following:
13.1 That these goals be prioritized through a process of community engagement to ensure
policies and tools that are effective, equitable, and "suitable in RPSC".
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14. Concluding Remarks
The RPSC-CVC urges the City and the development community to take a more thoughtful
and sensitive approach to further redevelopment in RPSC. Such an approach should ensure
that RPSC remains vibrant, cohesive, and livable. For further development, the City should
ensure
• That RPSC be recognized as a distinct part of Vancouver, whose characteristics
should be preserved;
• That traffic and transportation issues be dealt with immediately;
• That issues of affordability be seriously and effectively addressed;
• That environmental sustainability be demonstrated in actual features of new housing;
and
• That the scope and pace of change in RPSC be managed in keeping with the
concerns and aspirations expressed in these guidelines.
The RPSC-CVC looks forward to an improved consultation process and, as it has in the
past, will continue to invite members of the Planning Department, architects, and developers
to its meetings. The RPSC-CVC welcomes, and will continue to actively participate in, all
forms of public consultation.
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